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Programs and Services
Project LIT Community and other Youth Book Groups
Ashley and Raquel hosted a Parent-Child Book Group, using the Project LIT Community, and One Book, One
White Plains title Stamped: Racism, Antiracism and You by Dr. Ibram X. Kendi and Jason Reynolds. Ashley
notes “Everyone who read and discussed it said they had thought it was an
important book and that they had learned new information from it. One
parent that wasn't able to attend the discussion with her child emailed to say
‘We really enjoyed the book and the discussions we had as a family and were
looking forward to talking about it.’" In addition, Ashley and Kat hosted teen
discussions of Stamped. Kathlyn also hosted another teen Project LIT
Community book discussion with the title Born a Crime by Trevor Noah.
Ashley, Kat, Lauren and Raquel are looking ahead to future Project LIT
Community Book Groups and selecting titles. Information about upcoming
book groups can be found in these two blog posts, including information
about the discussion of the diverse sci-fantasy graphic novel, 5 Worlds: The
Sand Warrior by Mark Siegiel, who will be visiting the discussion in January!
● https://whiteplainslibrary.org/2020/11/upcoming-kids-tweens-book-discussions/
● https://whiteplainslibrary.org/2020/11/december-project-lit-book-club-for-teens/

Working with the Schools - Stamped Book Discussion
In addition to extensive prep work in-house creating discussion questions,
researching content to share and re-reading the book, Youth Services staff
continued meeting with the High School ELA Coordinator Doug Cronk, as well
as teachers and librarians from Highlands and the High School leading up to
our first discussions on Stamped: Racism, Antiracism and You by Dr. Ibram X.
Kendi and Jason Reynolds which began the week of 11/30. For four days that
week, there will be two sessions each day, with anywhere from 3-7 concurrent
book groups taking place during each of those two sessions. The first round of
discussions will focus on the beginning of the book and will be followed by 1-2
more sessions over the next couple of months. Facilitating the discussions are
a combination of school staff and Library staff and involved are over 600
Highlands and High School students. The discussions will eventually lead to a
“to be determined” culminating event or project.

Grab & Go: Kits
Our Grab & Go: Kits are one of the most successful ventures of November. This month we began them in
earnest, releasing eight Kits over the course of the month: four PreK Kits, one Grades K-3 Kit, one Grades 4-8
STEAM Kit, one Grades 7-12 STEAM Kit and one Grades 7-12 Craft Kit.
Based on demand, we have already increased the initial number of Kits distributed on their release date.
We’re receiving much support and interest from the community in regards to the Kits, with numerous calls
and emails about the Kits and their availability. When it is a new Kit day, before we even open we have
community members reaching out to find out when the Kit will be available! Josh and Brian also received
great feedback and appreciation for the Kits in response to them being featured in recent e-newsletters.
Some of the Grab & Go: Kits, most notably the teen Kits, have blog posts
and instructional videos that go along with them to help patrons at home
complete the activity. For example, Kathlyn noted that the Grades 7-12
Craft Kit was a “a more adventurous craft... yarn pumpkin centerpieces.
The project required wrapping glue-soaked orange yarn around a
balloon, then carefully removing the balloon after the yarn dried.” You
can see her the blog post and instructional video for the Yarn Pumpkins
Kit here:
https://whiteplainslibrary.org/2020/11/grabgo-craft-kit-yarn-pumpkins/
The success of the Kits is not to be understated. Only during the first
week of Kits, while word was still spreading, were there any Kits still available when the next Kits were
released. Josh put out 75 Thanksgiving-themed PreK Kits on Monday, November 23, and by Wednesday,
November 25 all the Thanksgiving Kits were already gone. The immediate success of the youth-focused Kits
even inspired Adult Services to get in on the action. Christiane and Kristy created Adult Kits to make Gratitude
Journals which were released on Friday, November 20. All of those were gone within three hours, prompting
them to make more to have available - more Adult Kits will be coming!

With all of the Kits, the first day they are available is marked on our online Calendar. With the building now
closed to in-person usage, the Kits are in weather-tight containers on a table just outside the front entrance
for distribution.
Regularly Offered Programs for Younger Kids
Virtual Storytime for Ages 2-6 with Trove librarians is now a regular Tuesday morning program, along with
every other Thursday. Raquel, who presented Virtual Storytime on November 24, noted, “it was nice to see
how much they have grown since I last was able to see them in a storytime at the Library.” In addition, we
continued offering Storybook Dancing from Steffi Nossen School of Dance. We are now seeing a group of
regular young ones tune in and dance and wiggle and have fun. We offered our first regularly scheduled
bi-monthly programs with performers Nancy Hershatter, presenting Bilingual Music Time, and Spencer
Corona, presenting ROCK OUT! with Spencer. We have found that offering these programs consistently is
leading to more regular attendance. Storybook Dancing, Bilingual Music Time, and ROCK OUT! with Spencer
will continue to be presented on a regular basis virtually through May and are all made possible with funding
from the White Plains Library Foundation.
Virtual Chess Club
Austin notes, “In this fun session, we completed logic puzzles together as a group and I commentated an
intense chess match between siblings.”

Virtual Youth Meetup
Austin and Kathlyn hosted another fun meetup session where teens are able to partake in fun, interactive
experiences together within the world of Roblox. Austin noted, “there were many laughs and the teens have
expressed interest in the Library continuing the series.”

Creative Writing for Middle Grades
Kathlyn and Caroline hosted three Creative Writing for Middle Grades programs in conjunction with the annual
National Novel Writing Month that takes place in November. While no novels were written, the writing focus
of the month and the programs were a great springboard for creating an ongoing series of creative writing
focused programs, perhaps with more structured participation in NaNoWriMo in 2021.
Kathlyn notes, “In the first session, we talked about National Novel Writing Month. We did some exercises to
identify which story elements we find most compelling, and to develop original characters.” Caroline adds
that the first workshop had 5 kids and “they enjoyed sharing their ideas and their writing. For the first class we
used prompts from the NaNoWriMo Middle Grades Young Novelist Workbook. We also worked on a short
guided meditation called “silencing the inner critic/editor. At the end kids all of the kids shared their ideas and
experiences. We also made sure to let our patrons know that it was a safe place to share or to just listen (if
they didn’t want to share their work). They had a lot of fun sharing their work.”

For the second workshop, Kathlyn said “We discussed fanfiction and worked on a writing prompt using The
Storymatic game.” Caroline notes “We introduced Wattpad and talked about fanfiction. I also showed them
writing pieces from the book A Piece of Work, which shows the writing process of famous authors such as
Joyce Carol Oates (literal scribbles to a finished piece). I think the kids really enjoyed writing using The
Storymatic game. The kids wrote for about 20-30 minutes and posted their work in the chat box. We thought
it was cute.”

The theme for the third session was folklore and fairy tales. Caroline notes, “I read Hansel and Gretel by
Bethan Woollvin (which is a fairytale with a twist). We discussed different books like Power to The Princess,
and Writer to Writer. ” This was followed by writing time and sharing time.
More information on the programs that were offered can be found here:
https://whiteplainslibrary.org/2020/11/creative-writing-for-middle-grades/
Caroline and Kathlyn are working on more upcoming creative writing programs, including a free-writing
program called Sit Down and Write which will start in January based on their observations during November’s
programs. As Kathlyn commented, “We found the students were most interested in having time to write
quietly on their own, and then sharing their ideas at the end of the session.”
Reads Revisited
Our new column, “Reads Revisited,” in which YS librarians will re-read books from their childhood continued
with Kathlyn re-reading The Trumpet of the Swan by E.B. White.
https://whiteplainslibrary.org/2020/11/reads-revisited-the-trumpet-of-the-swan/
3D Printing
In addition to acquiring the new 3D Printers with funding from Con
Edison to replace those that were donated, Erik began work on new 3D
Printing programs. He had phone meetings with Russell Peborde, a
visual media creator and makerspace educator, and Woody Poulard, a

fabricator at BeSide Digital, about running 3D Design and Printing workshops with the Library.These will be 3
and 4 day series during school breaks -- one for middle graders and the other for teens. The first workshop
series making use of these new printers will take place at the end of December. More information on the
upcoming workshop here: https://whiteplainslibrary.org/2020/11/new-3d-printer-and-design-workshop/
Professional Development
Erik attended a workshop presented by Homeless Library - Ornery Teenagers: how to compassionately and
effectively manage their behavior problems.  This workshop covered the importance of getting to know the
teens, how teens view respect, and gave tips and techniques to help teens.
Josh attended School Library Journal’s virtual LibraryCon event about popular culture, fandoms and the
connections to reading and literacy. He most enjoyed listening to Jerry Craft, creator of the first graphic novel
Newbery Award winner New Kid. In his keynote, he made such a poignant statement, “"I could not get
published. Because I wanted to do African American kids in happy stories." Later, as part of a panel discussion
in the session “Developing Empathy with Comics and Graphic Novels” he made a comment about the
immense vocabulary he had learned from reading Marvel comics - more than what his peers were learning in
school - that really resonated with Josh, who has advocated for recognizing reading found in various
non-traditional places (comic books, for example, were most definitely not considered “reading” when both
he and Jerry Craft were kids. Josh has also noted the impressive vocabulary that can be learned in places such
as board games and card games) and that the tremendous vocabulary that can be learned in those places is so
vital. Josh recommends checking out the session, it’s available on YouTube here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjOv0g33pkA&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=LibraryPass.

